10 mil fusion soft polyester

DESCRIPTION: High Heat Toner Printable Polyester Synthetic

SPECIFICATIONS:
   Total Weight: 8.2 ± 0.20 oz./sq. yd (280 gsm)
   Thickness: 0.0097 ± 0.0010 in.
   Opacity: >98.5%
   Brightness: 94
   Sheffield Smoothness: 160
   Parker Print Smoothness: 6.9
   Brightness: 94
   Elmendorf Tear (MD): 473 grams
   Elmendorf Tear (CD): 525 grams
   Break(MD): 68 lbs/in
   Break (CD): 56 lbs/in
   Stiffness, Taber Units:
      Short Direction - 36
      Long Direction - 35
   Surface Resistivity (ANSI IEC 60093): 11
      COF Static: 0.766 grams-force
      COF Kinetic: 0.726 grams-force

Style FM530W

ALL VALUES SHOWN ARE AVERAGE VALUES OBTAINED FROM COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION. THEY ARE INTENDED AS A GUIDE TO PRODUCT PROPERTIES AND NOT TO BE REGARDED AS SHIPPING SPECIFICATIONS.